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Executive Summary

Through decades of shifting school reforms, policymakers have consistently called for stronger and more effective teacher learning opportunities as a means to school improvement. These calls are now more pressing than ever, as our nation’s efforts to both accelerate student learning in the wake of the pandemic and radically boost educational opportunities and outcomes for historically marginalized students will rely on the success of its teaching workforce. In short, any serious pandemic recovery theory of action will include a focus on ensuring teachers have the knowledge, practices, and skills to accelerate student learning and advance educational equity. However, notwithstanding strong evidence that some professional learning (PL) programs dramatically shift student outcomes, the field has struggled to develop PL opportunities at scale that translate into improved results.

One potential source of these challenges is the current state of PL research. Much of the existing PL research literature tests only whether particular programs work. While we can derive some design principles from comparing common features across effective programs, we cannot derive very many. This means that the PL reaching teachers may not be designed in a way that maximizes its potential for leading and driving change.

Our partnership—the Research Partnership for Professional Learning (RPPL)—responds to this challenge by uniting PL organizations with leading researchers to drive a transformation of PL research and practice in the United States. We aim to create a more equitable system of schooling for all students by deliberately testing multiple design options for PL programs and working to understand their effects on teacher and student learning.

Our model calls for a series of studies that will test central questions about the design of teacher learning opportunities. We will accomplish this objective by: (a) learning across organizations that have different PL models and that operate in different contexts; (b) leveraging research designs that build causal evidence about the impact of these principles; and (c) developing more consistent, practical measures for PL providers to use in these studies. Results will inform organizational decisions and build a broader knowledge base about what works, for whom, and in what context.
Our learning agenda is rooted in a synthesis of the existing research base in teacher PL and adult learning more broadly. Research suggests that PL focused on content, coaching, teacher collaboration, and instructional materials can improve student learning. But beyond that, most PL designers must often undertake their work without a thorough understanding of what works, what doesn’t, and why. We seek to build knowledge of PL design features, or the elements of PL that best foster teacher learning and, as such, improve student learning and development. We will focus on four areas:

- **How to increase teacher motivation for and engagement in PL.** A central tenet of the adult learning literature is that motivation precedes change in practice. To benefit from PL, teachers and leaders must be motivated to invest in it, not only with dollars but also with time and energy. Yet many studies of PL proceed as if teachers’ investment and trust are pre-established facts. Shedding light on ways to increase teacher engagement with PL can lead to better outcomes from investments in teacher learning.

- **How to design PL opportunities that accelerate skill development, practice changes, and improvements in student learning.** Most PL opportunities seek changes in teachers’ knowledge and skills, their classroom practices, and ultimately students’ learning. Yet many current approaches to achieving these goals—for instance, targeting teacher mindsets, providing teachers quick-turnaround feedback, or designing more intense PL—remain untested. We will ask whether these and similar approaches result in reaching PL goals.

- **How to ensure sustained changes to both teacher and student outcomes over time.** For PL to be truly transformative, changes in practice need to “stick.” We will ask how PL structures, resources, and sustained backing from school leaders can support teacher and school persistence in transformed teaching and learning.

- **How to ensure the right conditions are in place for adult learning.** Contexts matter in PL implementation. Programs effective in one context may not be effective in another. Programs may benefit from leadership support, alignment with content standards and curricular materials, strong professional environments, and resources (e.g., time) to engage in this work. Different schools also have teaching workforces with different skills and capacities. We will explore how these local conditions support or constrain improvements in teacher learning and practice.

To address these questions, we will concentrate our study of PL features in three content areas of critical importance for improving student outcomes. These are:

- **Equitable teaching practices.** Calls for more racially just classrooms have led to an explosion of equity-focused PL for teachers and schools. Descriptive research suggests strong benefits to students’ well-being and achievement from equitable teaching practices.

- **Classroom climate and environment.** Students learn best when they have a sense of belonging in the classroom, when they find their academic work interesting, and when their relationships with teachers are strong.
Instructional materials. Now more than ever, teachers must deliver rich, content-focused, curriculum-based instruction to all students by making wise use of high-quality instructional materials. We will ground our studies in PL experiences designed to help teachers achieve this goal.

Unique to our research agenda is how this work will proceed. Other research on teacher PL occurs mainly around programs created by university-based scholars; in contrast, we propose to leverage the collaboration between researchers with expertise in developing and executing rigorous studies and RPPL organizations that bring real-world delivery models and hundreds of school system partnerships. We expect that our collaborative work will encompass both hypothesis testing and hypothesis generation as new questions and issues emerge over time. Only by working together and building innovative partnerships will we make the kind of rapid progress that the educators and students of this nation deserve.
Section 1. Introduction

Each year, school systems across the country spend billions of dollars to support teacher learning. In theory, these investments are well warranted—teachers are the most important school-based factor in advancing student learning and in supporting students’ social-emotional development. As in any industry that relies on talent to drive impact, improving how well the workforce can do the work requires a sizable investment in improving their knowledge, skills, and capacities.

Research shows convincingly that, contrary to popular belief, professional learning (PL) can meaningfully improve teacher practice and student outcomes. However, few PL programs have been shown to have positive impacts at scale. And, we do not have a good evidence base about topics like how to invest teachers in their own learning process, how to most effectively provide teachers feedback, whether shifting teacher mindsets is a necessary precondition to changing teacher practice (or vice versa), and how to leave supports in place that sustain learning. In other words, we know little about which PL design features are most effective. Likewise, we have scarce guidance about how the conditions of teaching and learning in schools affect the answers to these questions.

What is professional learning?

We define professional learning as learning opportunities designed to improve teacher classroom practice and effectiveness with students. These opportunities vary by both content focus (what teachers are learning) and design features (how they are learning it). PL focused on a single area (such as equitable teaching practices) may use a range of different design features. In our learning agenda, we disentangle these two dimensions of teacher PL.

This means that for most districts and PL organizations, planning PL opportunities for teachers involves a risk: The design features baked into a program may not be effective or efficient in moving the needle on teaching and learning. This leads to missed opportunities for teacher and student growth. Less than half of math and science PL programs included in a recent research synthesis showed positive impacts on teacher knowledge and practice, and only one third showed positive impacts on student outcomes. Perhaps not surprisingly, many teachers also report that they are not satisfied with the learning opportunities available to them.

Our students and teachers deserve better. The Research Partnership for Professional Learning (RPPL) is a collaborative of professional learning organizations, researchers, and funders committed to advancing the collective understanding of how to support teacher professional learning that leads to equitable student outcomes for historically marginalized students. Working together as researchers and PL designers, we aim to build the knowledge base about PL in three ways:

- Refocus the types of questions that PL researchers study. Currently, most PL research seeks to identify whether specific programs are effective or not, evaluating them in a “thumbs up or thumbs down” manner. Instead, we believe PL research investments will be more effective if they look within programs to answer more granular questions centered on understanding
how programs work, identifying the specific design features that best lead to teacher learning, to changes in teacher practice, and ultimately to improved student outcomes. We are interested in studies that contrast potential programmatic design features to shed light on their comparative effectiveness.

- **Build knowledge across organizations and contexts.** Each PL organization within RPPL has a somewhat different theory of action and model for teacher learning. Some focus more centrally on content, others on teacher mindsets and expectations. Some directly engage teacher teams in PL, while others work through coaches or instructional leaders. Furthermore, they work in a wide range of state and district contexts. Understanding the answers to the same questions across models and across sites will rapidly increase our knowledge about successful practices and how contextual any learnings are.

- **Leverage research designs that support causal inference.** Even as the PL research agenda moves away from single-program evaluations, we will continue to leverage research designs that support causal inference. Our studies will use gold-standard randomized experiments to vary specific features in existing programs, building knowledge about what works in a comprehensive manner. We will also develop more consistent, practical measures for PL providers to use in these studies.

In short, our learning agenda seeks to build collective knowledge that can advance the efficacy of PL opportunities in promoting both teacher and student learning.

---

**About RPPL and Our Learning Agenda**

The Research Partnership for Professional Learning is a collaborative of professional learning organizations, researchers, and funders committed to advancing the collective understanding of how to support teacher PL that leads to equitable student outcomes for historically marginalized students. RPPL partners include Achievement Network, Instruction Partners, Leading Educators, Teaching Lab, TNTP, and UnboundEd. The research team is led by experts in teacher learning and improvement at the Annenberg Institute at Brown University (AIB), including Drs. Heather Hill, Susanna Loeb, John Papay, and Nathaniel Schwartz, with Dr. Robert Q. Berry III of the University of Virginia advising.

To create this research agenda, RPPL members worked with researchers at AIB to identify key questions at the core of both current PL efforts and research in this field. This included conversations among AIB and RPPL members as well as with experts in teacher PL more broadly—conversations that helped clarify the existing evidence base and identify common questions and dilemmas facing PL designers. These conversations translated into a model for improving PL at scale and a broader agenda to identify what we should learn about teacher PL—specifically, about PL design features that can accelerate teacher and student learning and about PL content that has, until now, gone largely untested.
Section 2. What We Know (and Don’t Know) About Teacher PL

Our research agenda seeks to build on what we know about teacher PL. Most basically, PL can be tremendously meaningful in helping teachers develop their effectiveness throughout their careers. Over the past decade, dozens of randomized experiments have identified specific PL approaches that lead to large improvements in teacher knowledge and skills and in student outcomes in specific settings.

These studies have also shown convincingly that there is no one “best” approach to effective PL. Researchers have found that coaching models, rigorous workshops, peer mentorships, curriculum study, and many other types of PL formats have improved teacher practice and student outcomes. Similarly, these effective programs have engaged teachers in a range of different activities and targeted different teacher behaviors and skills.

However, we also know that it has been hard to replicate and scale effective programs. Taking specific models and transitioning them across contexts and conditions is difficult. As proven programs move beyond the initial developers to adoption at scale, issues with implementation fidelity and quality often arise. And context matters: The same program that works well in one local environment may not be as effective with different teachers, students, policies, and resources. In particular, leadership support for teacher learning can make or break the long-term efficacy of PL. And there is mounting evidence that the effects of PL vary by student population.

Next, measurement matters. Many states, districts, and PL providers assess program success using tools that are not well aligned to the task at hand—they are either too proximal and subjective or too distal (like state standardized tests). The predominant source of evidence is survey data about teacher satisfaction. While informative and important, these data do not yield useful evidence about program effectiveness with respect to changing classrooms or student outcomes. Measures that seek to assess teacher mindsets and knowledge often do not have demonstrated relationships to practice. And while all programs seek to improve student learning, assessing effectiveness using state standardized tests requires large and generally quite expensive studies because improvements in teacher practice must be large to affect student test scores in measurable ways.

Despite these cautionary lessons, the growing base of high-quality evidence about specific programs has given rise to new lessons for the field. For example, we have reasonably strong evidence to support the following claims, detailed on the next page.
Scholars have gleaned these insights by synthesizing results from the hundreds of PL program evaluations conducted over the past two decades. We use these syntheses to guide our thinking about what we should study next.

However, transforming the way PL is delivered in schools requires a reorientation of research. The lion’s share of experimental PL research over the past two decades has sought to examine whether a single program affects teachers or students. Research syntheses that summarize the results of these findings provide valuable insights, as highlighted above. But each PL program contains a unique blend of content, formats, and activities, so efforts to compare across programs to determine which elements drive program success or failure face inherent challenges. For example, few studies offer detailed information on key variables, like PL routines or leadership support, which means scholars cannot test them. Critically, such studies also cannot make causal statements about the effects of PL features on teaching and learning outcomes, meaning that we cannot definitively say that the evidence about “what works” in PL is correct. We need a realignment to provide practical advice about how to do PL most effectively—that is, we need to understand what PL features designers should bake into their products in order to maximize the probability of success.

To move forward, educators need evidence about contemporary PL design features that make programs more effective and about how teachers’ contexts affect their learning. We propose to make progress on these points through studies that provide causal evidence. Where causal studies are not possible, we will conduct descriptive studies to provide guidance to policymakers and PL designers and to yield hypotheses for later causal studies.
Section 3: Strengthening PL Design at Scale

RPPL’s work focuses on pushing forward the field’s understanding of the “how” of effective PL—specifically, identifying PL design features that can accelerate teacher learning, independent of the content covered. PL architects make decisions about these features routinely—for instance, by providing feedback in ways likely to engage and motivate teachers or by building in resources and materials that enhance the staying power of new instructional practices. Architects of teacher PL make dozens of such decisions every time they design a new program. Thus, how do we focus our inquiry?

We start from a theory of action that describes how we can make our nation’s substantial investments in PL more effective in promoting changes in teacher practice. We rely on the existing PL literature and insights from scholars of adult learning and development. After all, the question about how to change teacher knowledge, skills, and practices is really one of how to best facilitate adult learning and behavior change.

As illustrated in the theory of action below, the literature suggests that adults must be engaged and motivated to make changes in their attitudes or behaviors, and that the salience of the topic can help provide this motivation. It also suggests that adult development best occurs around specific skills and practices rather than around more abstract concepts or knowledge. Simply knowing what to do is often not sufficient to change practice; instead, adults need chances to experiment with and receive feedback on new ways of performing old tasks. Adults need opportunities to sustain their learnings over time and to move from simple enactment of new practices to regular, strategic, and mindful enactment of these practices. Adult learning is also undoubtedly situated in context, socially and culturally.

Recognition of these factors at the heart of the theory of action results in a series of specific research topics. Below we discuss the questions pertaining to each factor.

What will it take to improve the effectiveness of teacher professional learning?

Enhancing the effectiveness of PL

- Increase teacher engagement
- Accelerate skill development
- Sustain long-term enactment of new practices

Sustained improvement in teacher practice

Improved and more equitable student learning and development

Improve the conditions for adult learning
Increasing Teacher Engagement

Our first area of focus will identify ways PL leaders can heighten teacher investment in PL opportunities. This is rooted in the understanding that teachers who do not engage with PL cannot learn from it. Within this topic, we see several specific areas for study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Agency</th>
<th>Personalizing PL</th>
<th>Guided Adaptation</th>
<th>Social Accountability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Does offering teachers greater say over what they learn and how they learn it affect teacher investment and practice?**

Most teacher PL operates within a fixed framework, delivering predesigned content and activities to teachers. Yet adult learning theory holds that teachers must have agency—input into the learning topic and the method for achieving that learning—in order to take up new ideas and practices. Exploring these claims involves experimenting with more teacher choice in PL content and design, then examining whether this greater agency increases teacher engagement and learning.

**Does personalizing PL improve teacher investment in the learning process?**

Just as personalizing instruction can yield gains for students, we wonder whether educator buy-in is enhanced when PL providers assess teachers’ needs and then personalize content to suit teachers’ needs and contexts. Exploring these claims involves comparing PL that is centrally designed and delivered in a standard fashion to PL that is adapted to specific contexts.

**Does providing teachers opportunities to adjust curricula to local needs and conditions promote their commitment to these materials?**

We know that teachers seldom implement curriculum materials and programs whole cloth; instead, they pick and choose, supplement, and adapt. Yet many newer curriculum materials are designed for high-fidelity implementation, meaning the benefit to students is maximized when the materials are used as designed. We will investigate whether guiding teachers in adapting curriculum materials can increase teacher uptake of the materials.24

**Do peer or coach accountability structures improve PL engagement and produce subsequent shifts in practice?**

Social accountability is based in the psychology of how individuals interact—the desire to fit in and be similar to others, to carry one’s own weight, and to gain the respect of peers.25 Some aspects of PL already rely upon social accountability—for instance, when teachers put in extra effort ahead of grade-level team meetings or try something new because they know their coach will soon observe their teaching. We will more formally test whether adding elements of social accountability to existing PL experiences enhances teacher investment and participation.
Accelerating Skill Development

Our second focus area centers on how specific design features of PL can accelerate changes in teacher beliefs, knowledge, and skills. Given our goal of rigorous and equitable classrooms for all students, we will explore how PL can best support teachers in doing this work. Within this topic, we see five key areas for study.

How and when do changes in teacher mindsets translate into changes in teaching practice?

Scholars have long wondered whether changes in teachers’ conceptual understandings can drive changes in practice, whether changes in practice precede changes in teachers’ conceptual understandings, or whether changes in both occur iteratively, in cycles. Unraveling this relationship between cognitive and concrete change is particularly pressing in the area of equitable teaching practices, where many expect that teachers must change significantly in their beliefs about, knowledge of, and expectations for students in order to change practice. This question also resonates within scholarship on standards-based instruction, which asks about the role of teachers’ beliefs about content and student learning in the enactment of more rigorous curriculum and instruction. This is a significant and lasting question for scholarship and for PL providers, one that we can answer by examining how and when changed mindsets result in differences in practice.

Can teachers’ understanding of their own practice be improved by calibrated reflection opportunities?

Because teaching is a highly complex, contingent, and thus uncertain undertaking, reflection on practice may be an adaptive and sustainable pathway toward building teacher expertise in decision making. For this reason, many contemporary professional development efforts embed reflection as a major element. However, teacher reflection is neither natural nor uniformly practiced. In particular, teachers’ reflections on their own instruction are often uncalibrated with observers’ perceptions, and this lack of calibration can stand in the way of teacher progress. This suggests a line of studies on whether more elaborated routines for reflection, efforts to calibrate teachers to external standards, or both can accelerate the teacher learning process.

What types of feedback generate the greatest improvements?

Feedback can be a strong spur toward new practice and improved student outcomes. Yet policymakers and practitioners have little guidance regarding the specifics of how to deliver feedback—how to mix reinforcement of positive performance, opportunities for teacher reflection, and/or specific, corrective advice. Little guidance also exists around who is best positioned to deliver feedback: principals, coaches, or peers. We need to better understand how different components and modalities of feedback affect teacher engagement and learning.
How does teacher time in PL affect efficacy?
While many argue that intensive PL is necessary to achieve changes in practice, studies have not supported this claim, and there are clear examples of light-touch interventions that have outsized impacts. We argue for a new approach to studying the effects of longer versus shorter PL, first varying the intensity of PL while holding other aspects of the experience constant to gain causal knowledge in this area, then experimenting with methods for making PL more efficient.

Does the order of PL content affect teachers’ ability to enact and retain changes in their instruction?
Scholars tend to see teacher learning as iterative and recursive, with growth in one dimension supporting growth in another. This implies that PL might be sequenced to match this iteration and recursion, with a push in one area presaging support in another. We argue for studies that shed light on whether and how planful sequencing can maximize learning in PL settings.

Sustaining Long-Term Enactment of New Practices
The third part of our research agenda focuses on sustaining long-term enactment of key learning from PL. This includes identifying ways to make PL content “sticky” and ways to help teachers continue to develop expertise in new practices. We see three areas of study within this topic.

How can resources and routines help teachers sustain new practices?
When teachers do not take up ideas and practices learned in PL, they often report that they had intended to do so but the learnings from professional development felt unconnected to their daily practice. This may help explain why PL that leaves behind resources like curriculum materials or rich assessment tasks or that includes routines to sustain practice changes can help ensure that new instructional practices “stick” and enhance program outcomes. We will identify additional leave-behind resources and routines that can further enhance the implementation of new ideas.

How do incentives in the local environment sustain new practices?
Instructional practice responds to incentives. For instance, we know that teachers tailor content based on projected student performance on state tests and work on the practices highlighted in their teacher evaluation rubrics. We need to understand whether teacher learning from PL has more staying power if incentivized by state policy or school leadership, or even informally through the relationships teachers have with their coaches and mentors.
How can teachers continue to learn from their curricula, their own instruction, and their students?

Teaching is a complex practice. Good teachers consistently notice what their students are doing and thinking, analyze these student activities in relationship to content, then adapt instruction accordingly. These decision-making skills can only be improved over the long term. Thus, we need to understand how PL can support this work, both in between providers’ visits to schools and after they are long gone. Structured adaptations of curriculum materials may provide one route to doing so. This line of research will also explore other mechanisms for reaching this goal.

Improving the Conditions for Adult Learning

The fourth area explores how teachers’ and leaders’ organizational contexts affect PL’s ability to improve teacher practice. This includes improving our understanding of how key aspects of the professional environment in schools—such as school leadership, colleagues, time for teachers to engage in learning, evaluation, and coherence—affect PL success. We will explore these questions in two ways: by experimentally varying aspects of the organizational context when possible (e.g., teacher time) and by exploring more descriptively how features of the context moderate the effectiveness of PL design features.

Can leaders’ support for PL affect teachers’ take-up, learning, and persistence?

Descriptive studies strongly suggest that leadership support for PL is a major—and sometimes overriding—factor in teacher take-up and implementation of program goals. Sometimes this means direct leadership support—for instance, leaders who are knowledgeable about the PL and who actively clear a path for its success. Leadership may also contribute to the preconditions for teacher learning, such as by setting strong norms around equitable, rigorous instruction and engaging in inclusive PL planning with their staff. We need to learn more about the ways that school leaders can most effectively build conditions that support teacher learning and the “stickiness” of PL.

How can we structure peer learning to maximize PL impact?

Teachers improve more when they teach in schools with effective colleagues and have opportunities to collaborate with those colleagues. The effectiveness of PL structures, such as teacher teams or PL communities, depends on how these teams are led as well as the knowledge and skills of other teachers on these teams. The mechanisms that drive peer learning—and the structures that best foster learning from peers—are less well understood. We will explore such structures, including ways that peers can help motivate the adoption of new practices and routines for producing productive discussions about instruction. We will also explore whether and how peer learning structures within schools affect PL outcomes.
How do school schedules influence the effectiveness of PL?

PL clearly takes time. However, districts take vastly different approaches to providing time for it. Some offer PL days at the end of the summer; others intersperse PL throughout the school year; still others use creative school schedules to generate substantial amounts of time each week for teachers to engage in PL. We know that teachers cannot engage in PL if they do not have the time to do so, but we know much less about how different approaches to providing teachers these opportunities shape their learning and student outcomes.

How does formal feedback intersect with PL?

Ideally, teachers receive regular feedback on the skills and practices that their PL opportunities are seeking to build. In many districts, however, teacher evaluation is infrequent or not rigorous. To maximize the potential of PL, we need better evidence about whether PL opportunities are reinforced—or undermined—by robust teacher evaluation systems.

How do aligned systems support teacher learning?

Coherence throughout the system, including aligned curricula, PL opportunities, and assessments for both students and teachers, is also essential. While policymakers and practitioners often talk about the importance of such alignment, and case study evidence suggests it plays a role in the uptake of new practices learned in PL, few causal studies have documented whether coherent instructional systems support adult learning.
Section 4: A Focus on Equitable Teaching and Learning

RPPL’s central focus is to explore how different PL design features can promote effective teacher learning. However, any PL happens around content—the “what” of PL—which can be varied and multifaceted. PL can be about subject matter, student learning, instructional techniques, assessment, curriculum materials, and many other topics. In our work together, we will focus on PL content that addresses persistent inequities in classrooms and that seeks to make teaching and learning more equitable. By concentrating our efforts in this way, we hope to make progress on issues that are central to the field of teacher PL and to the improvement of student learning more broadly. In this section, we highlight three key aspects of this content: (a) more equitable instructional practices; (b) more supportive classroom environments; and (c) better standards-based instruction with high-quality instructional materials.

Equitable Teaching Practices

Schools and classrooms play a role in replicating and perpetuating institutionalized racism through broad structures, like school disciplinary policies and curriculum materials that fail to reflect students’ experiences and identities, as well as through the daily actions of educators. Recent attention to these injustices has resulted in an explosion of PL around equitable teaching practices. Scholarship, however, has not kept up. The need for research in this sector is urgent and pressing because such PL is already widespread and because descriptive studies suggest strong benefits to students’ well-being and achievement from pedagogies that join these ideas.

What Are Equitable Teaching Practices?

We use the term equitable teaching practices to encompass diverse approaches to improving the classroom experiences of historically marginalized students. These include efforts that address teacher racial bias; incorporate antiracist teaching; attempt to raise teacher expectations for historically marginalized students; transform curricula to build on students’ interests, prior knowledge, and strengths; help teachers deploy culturally responsive, relevant, healing, and humanizing pedagogies; and leverage pedagogies that help develop students’ critical consciousness, a tool for navigating and transforming racist structures and policies. These approaches to more equitable classrooms are meaningfully different from one another, implying different changes to instruction and thus, by extension, differences in the PL required to support those changes. Here we name them equitable teaching practices to recognize the similarity in the end goal of more just classrooms and academic success for all students and also to acknowledge the diversity of approaches in this space.
Supportive Classroom Environments

We know that students learn best when they feel seen and have a sense of belonging in their classrooms; when they are interested and invested in their academic work; and when they enjoy good relationships with their teachers.18 We also know that student engagement19 and teacher–student relationship quality20 fall off as students enter late elementary and middle school, and may fall off especially sharply for historically marginalized students.21 Existing studies of PL programs that address these topics suggest that improvements in classroom environments and teacher–student relationships may play an outsized role not only in improving student academic achievement but also in reducing racial gaps in discipline.22

Standards-Based Instruction and High-Quality Instructional Materials

Helping students achieve rich and meaningful learning in core content areas will require many teachers to make significant growth in their own skill sets. Teachers need to foster student thinking and reasoning; use student ideas and contributions to help develop important subject-matter content; and adjust instruction to students' backgrounds and prior knowledge. They need to maximize the potential of curriculum materials designed to support the delivery of academically challenging content.23 And teachers need to ensure that students have—and profit from—opportunities to learn from rich, disciplinary-focused instruction. Yet the specific PL experiences that help teachers grow expertise in these standards-based instructional practices remain, to an extent, unmapped. We know that pairing PL with curriculum materials and focusing on teachers' content knowledge appears to support teachers in this work. Nevertheless, there is more to learn, including finer-grain questions about developing teacher expertise with curriculum materials.

Professional Learning and Educational Leaders

Our research agenda focuses mainly on teacher PL. From this view, educational leaders—district and school staff, including curriculum and instruction supervisors, principals and assistant principals, instructional coaches, and others—form an important part of the context in which the work takes place. Simply put, leadership can accelerate or impede teachers’ adoption of new ideas and practices. Leaders can clear the way for teacher learning or make it more difficult. Leaders are also important factors in whether learning from PL “sticks” in teachers’ practice over the long term. We will explore how leaders operate as important moderators who influence the success of PL efforts.

Leaders also play two additional roles in our research agenda. First, we know that educational leaders often deliver teacher PL, particularly in district contexts, making them potential partners in the research we propose. And second, leaders are themselves the recipients of PL experiences, meaning aspects of this research agenda—particularly around motivation, personalization, and accountability—can be replicated using leaders as research participants.
Section 5: Building a Knowledge Base

Our long-term learning agenda is designed to generate rigorous research evidence about PL content and design. As such, it both responds to organizational dilemmas facing PL providers in practice and aims to push forward the field of research on PL. This approach has strong parallels to how scholars within design-based implementation research have built a research portfolio that informs practice.42

Planned Variation

To achieve the aims we describe in our agenda, we will need to introduce planned variation in design features within PL opportunities. Ideally, this research agenda will be carried out via randomized experiments using proximal measures of teacher commitment, beliefs, and practice and of student learning and development.

We will introduce this planned variation in several ways. Some studies may feature a PL provider enhancing their product with a new element—for instance, a feature to drive teacher investment or an opportunity to participate in a specific kind of feedback experience—and then testing the efficacy of that new element by randomly assigning it to some groups of teachers or schools and leaving others in the “business as usual” condition while the study occurs. Other studies may compare two approaches to a new element—for instance, heightening teacher investment through enhanced social accountability, but trialing peer-group social accountability versus accountability to a PL coach or program facilitator. Still other studies may use oversubscribed PL or phased-in PL to create a natural comparison group in order to examine the effects of new program components on practice.

This new work needs to be sensitive to contexts, including the baseline preparation of the teacher labor force, support for teacher growth within schools, and nuanced understandings of the unique strengths of student populations that are diverse in terms of race/ethnicity, English language fluency, and family income. This is particularly important for studies focused on equitable teaching practices because programs that work for one group of students and teachers may not work for another. In particular, we need to develop empirical evidence regarding the differential impact of PL opportunities on teachers who serve students from different ethnic and racial groups. Understanding how the practices that PL programs promote affect Black, Latinx, and Indigenous populations differently is critical, from both ethical and practical standpoints.

Measurement

Executing this research agenda will require advances in data collection and measurement. This entails two lines of work.

First, we will accelerate the field’s cataloguing of existing measures of teacher beliefs, knowledge, instructional practices, and student outcomes. Scholars have already produced dozens of instruments designed to measure standards-based instruction, culturally responsive practice,
classroom environments, and teacher beliefs about subject matter, students, and teaching. Decades of work on social-emotional learning has left us with a rich base of measures of student well-being. Existing efforts to identify and collect measures (e.g., EdInstruments.com) have made substantial headway, but there is much more work to be done. Making sure that these measures are catalogued and easily searchable will help ensure the success of this research agenda.

Second, we will create and adapt a set of practical measures—particularly measures of instructional quality—to serve RPPL’s specific research goals. We will identify classroom practices that are common targets of contemporary PL but not covered by existing measures and build indicators that are both easily observable and correlated to student outcomes. We will also determine how best to use these instruments in the context of the experiments we propose above. Where teacher evaluation measures necessarily focus on the accuracy of teacher-level scores, our studies may instead target score accuracy within particular grade levels or schools. Doing so will suggest different and possibly more efficient ways to collect those data.

Both of these lines of work will take significant investment. Though we have a solid foundation of existing measures and analytic techniques to build upon, developing and validating new instruments is time consuming and expensive. However, we cannot identify key PL content and design features without accurate, valid measures of outcomes.

**Research Infrastructure**

Conducting these studies across organizations provides a tremendous opportunity to rigorously explore how the lessons we learn translate across contexts and PL models. However, doing this work will require a collaborative research infrastructure to enable RPPL to be able to learn together, better, and faster.

First, we need to build internal capacity and routines that support: (a) efficient articulation of specific research questions that build on existing evidence and tie to organizational priorities; (b) development of the specific treatments that we hope to test; and (c) infrastructure to collect the data described above. We must also rethink the relationships between PL organizations and local school districts that will be the sites of this research, seeking to build learning partnerships from existing PL service arrangements.

This last piece is critical because none of this work is possible without participating teachers, schools, and districts. To successfully advance our agenda, we need each study to include a large enough sample to know that any differences we find are unlikely to be due to chance. Appropriate sample sizes vary by study, but most analyses of this kind suggest that researchers need to randomly assign 80 to 100 units (schools, classrooms, or teachers) to detect reasonably sized impacts.
Section 6. A Call to Action

Teachers are learners. Many enter the teaching profession because it offers the opportunity for lifelong study and learning, and all learn substantially once on the job. Yet individual experiences with professional learning often fail to live up to this promise. This learning agenda launches what we hope will be a sustained initiative around the best ways to use research to improve learning opportunities for teachers and for their students.

As a research network, we will use this framework to anchor a series of studies, beginning with the questions that feel most immediately relevant to the learning needs of our member organizations and to their school system partners. To accelerate progress over time, we will simultaneously build a common research infrastructure—the common data-gathering tools, shared agreements, and project management capability—that will allow us to learn faster together.

Over time, we aim to develop a portfolio of linked studies whose results directly translate into greater effectiveness in PL for the organizations in our consortium. As we learn, we will publish synthesis reports and briefs that capture our developing understanding in specific areas of focus. We hope to provide guidance for PL developers, schools, and school systems to help shape learning opportunities that engage and motivate teachers, build knowledge and skills, lead to sustained changes in practice, and advance educational equity for students.

We fully expect that this process will raise new questions and highlight missing elements in our current research agenda, and we will update the work accordingly. We aim for our agenda to become a living document, informed over time by ongoing learning and by new questions from the field. The agenda we describe here represents the first step in an iterative process that will produce additional areas for study even as it resolves some of the first-stage questions. The broader test of the usefulness of a research agenda like this one is whether it can lay the foundation for a program of study that shifts the direction of the field and meaningfully informs practice at scale going forward.

We are highly aware of the challenges in taking on an agenda of such breadth and depth. We hope that this agenda speaks to the concerns and learning questions of organizations beyond RPPL that are working in similar spaces, and we hope to add additional member organizations over time. We see tremendous opportunity in collaborations that allow us to use this agenda as a framework for study that extends to other organizations as well as to other areas that seek to advance teacher learning, such as teacher preparation and induction. We also hope that the lessons we collectively learn about program design will move beyond our member organizations to reach the broader PL universe in schools and systems across the country. Only by working together and building innovative new partnerships will we make the kind of rapid progress that our field demands and that the educators and students of this nation deserve.
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